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Oct. 3, 201-9Mr. Fred James

Ch ief Regu latory Officer

Regulatory and Rates Group

British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority

L6th Floor - 333 Dunsmuir Street
Vancouver, BC V6B 5R3

bchydroregu latorygroup@ bchydro.corn

Dear: Mr. James

RE: Project Number 1599004 - British Columbia Hydro and Power Authority - Application to Amend Net

Metering Service under Rate Schedule 1289 - lnformation Request No. 2

Further to your April 29, 2019 filing of the above-noted application, please find enclosed the City of Fort St.

John's lnformation Request (lR) No. 2.

Sincerely yours,

Victor Shopland

General Manager of lntegrated Services

C17-4

ylapierr
Amend Net Metering Service under RS1289



3.0 City of Fort St. John Micro-Hydro

Reference: Exhibit B-3, BCUC lR 5.3, Exhibit B-5, BC Community Solar Coalition (BCCSC) tR 6.3, BCUC IR

27.t,27.2, City of Fort St. John lR t.g.t, t.9.2

Net Metering Program as a load offset program

3'4 Can BC Hydro share insight on why they supported the City of Fort St iohn to advance the project as is
structured, given the now clearly stated program objective of "load offsetting"? ln responding to this
question, it is important to recall that the City's project was celebrated with BC Hydro as the first
community-owned project of this nature at the scale of 100 kW.

3.5 lf the true goal of the Net Metering Program is to offer a "load offsetting" mechanism for its customers,
how come BC Hydro did not include a virtual/community net metering component in this BCUC
application? Would its inclusion not have represented a more fair and complete proposal for the
BCUC's consideration? Please note that the City is of the opinion that such a measure would have
represented a meaningful option for existing Net Metering Program customers, to limit their respective
material financial impacts associated with the proposed changes to the program, while limiting future
payments by BC Hydro for surplus energy?

3-6 Further to the above question, could BC Hydro provide a clear definition to the foilowing key terms as it
relates to the Net Metering Program? Meter, account, and customer. Furthermore, could BC Hydro
clearly articulate how the definition of each applies in the context of the Net Metering program?

4.0 Engagement Survey and Fairness

Reference: Figure E-4, CFSJ lR 1.4.2

BC Hydro continually references the conclusion that there is a need to change the program in support of
fairness to all rate payers. However, with a limited consultation process and no direct consultation or
communication with the City, it is difficult for the City Fort St John to appreciate how the proposed changes
are fair.

4.3 Given the above statement, we request that BC Hydro explain why no direct consultation or
communication process was executed with those potentially materially impacted by the proposed
changes; especially given that BC Hydro could have easily identified the limited number of existing
customers (5) that currently represent the majority of surplus energy to the grid?

4.3.1' Further, could BC Hydro share any and all data and analysis related to the fairness of the
proposed changes as soon as possible given the material financial impact to the City of Fort St
John?

4'4 Given the very limited consultation process executed and no direct engagement with the City with
respect to the proposed Rate Schedule changes, would BC Hydro reconsider its grandfathering period
to an evidence-based/collaborative approach that supports fairness to the City and other Net Metering
customers? This is suggested given the assumed limited impact to all rate payers (estimated to be
approximately $200,000 savings) relative to the material impact anticipated from the proposed changes
upon the City of Fort 5t. John?
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5.0 Firm Energy

Reference: NMRP lR 1.4.1, BCSEA lR 3..2L.4

5.1 The City's Micro-Hydro Project offers BC Hydro firm power given it has an engineered "reservoir";
offering a consistent and reliable energy generation profile. Has this been considered in the definition

of firm power used as part of this BC Hydro application to the BCUC?

6.0 Fairness

Reference: BCCSC lR 1"4.4

6.1 Has BC Hydro calculated the total financial impact of the proposed surplus energy rate change

payments from 599.90 / MWh to the Mid C rate to all rate payers? Based on information provided to

date, this represents approximately $200,000 in savings to BC Hydro's total expenditures. ls that

estimated differential (i.e. savings) material in the context of BC Hydro's overall budget and if so, please

detail how these savings will directly benefit all rate payers?

7.0 lntegrated Resource Plan

Reference: BCCSC lR 1.5.1, BCCSC lR 1.5.5, BCSEA lRt.7.t2

BC Hydro references the inclusion of Net Metering in the next lntegrated Resource Plan. How does the following

relate to the existing lntegrated Resource Plan?

7.1 Could BC Hydro provide a clear explanation as to why it wishes to change the surplus energy rate to the
Mid C rate, with regards to spee ific policy /program objectives it has outlined in the existing lntegrated

Resource Plan as it pertains to the Net Metering Program? Further, please provide analysis that
suggests this change will meaningfully support these specific objectives?
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